Abstract. Zeros on and off the critical line are found for Titchmarsh's function As).
Let s = a + it. E. C. Titchmarsh [1, pp. 240-244] According to a theorem of Voronin [2] , f(s) has zeros in the critical strip off the critical line. Titchmarsh gave the equation sin 26 = 2cos(27t/5), but sin 20 should be tan 20. This minor error was carried over to Voronin [2] and the review MR 86g:l 1048 in Mathematical Reviews.
With the help of programs for computing L and L' (Spira [3] ), an exploratory computation of f(s) in the critical strip for 0 < t < 200 revealed the following zeros off the critical line:
. It was also found that f(0) = .6568158, f(\) = .8253830. The program
reproduced check values of an L-function mod 5 and its derivative, and then new values for the character were inserted simply and easily to calculate f(s). A further check was to calculate the zeros off the line reflected in a = \. By Rolle's Theorem for a zero o~o + //n off the line, there is a ax between rj0 and 1 -do such that \f(ox + ito)\ is a maximum, or (Re/-Re/' + Im/-Im/')(a, + it0) = 0.
For the first zero at least, ox<\ and f'(ox+ito) ^ 0, so the vectors (Re /, Im /) and (Re/', Im/') are orthogonal. In Spira [4] 
